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Matrix Series suffixed k/l/m, recorded by Franz Hampe (Hampe I).

Introduction.

The files on this disc belong to Franz, the elder of the two Hampe Brothers who were known informally
and sometimes referred to in shorthand as Hampe I and Hampe II.

Franz was the first European to be engaged as a recording expert by the Company, the others, Fred and
Will Gaisberg and W Sinkler Darby all having come from the United States.  Franz was engaged in 1901
or 1902 by which time the demise of Emil Berliner's zinc/acid etching process had taken place and
consequently all the records which carry his indicating letters were made by the Johnson wax process.
Since he began to record in 1902, before the proper organisation of the experts’ suffix letters, his first
material carried ad hoc suffixes until 1904, when the k/l/m triplet was finally allocated.  Thus, because
Fred Gaisberg already used  FG as his suffix and Darby had used  A for his 7" zincs and B for his 7"
waxes, Franz Hampe naturally used the letter C for 7" records.  This letter is always written upper case
to avoid confusion with Fred Gaisberg’s c (12" lower case) which came later.  For 10" records, Darby
had already used x and for 12" y.  Thus Franz’s 10" records were suffixed z and as this used up the last
available letter in the alphabet, his 12" records were suffixed Hp.  At this stage the 1904 reorganisation
came along and the three series simply continued from the points they had already reached but with the
suffix letters now being changed to k, l and m.

The use of a lower case l does pose problems, since the letter is easily mistaken for either the numeral 1
or for the letter  i, particularly in the small fonts used on pressings.  These small fonts also produced
problems  before  1904,  since  the  letters  x and  z on  pressings  were  almost  indistinguishable  and
sometimes led to error, even in contemporary Hanover.

At a personal level, there is not a great deal that can be said about Franz Hampe, or about most of the
recording experts, for that matter.  They were simply the technicians who produced the records on which
the Company's success depended and as human beings, they seldom emerge from the obscurity of auld
lang syne.  One or two letters survive, with possibly more still to be found, but the information is always
scrappy and seldom very reliable.  Thus Rodkinson, Manager of DGA in Berlin, wrote to Birnbaum at
Head Office on 27th September, 1907, to say of the Hampes, "both these boys are extremely well paid .....
They are as it is almost bursting with the feeling of their importance, and it is high time they were taken
down a peg.".  However, the rest of the letter goes on to complain that his (Rodkinson's) managerial
authority is being damaged since the Hampes are invited to go over his head and visit Head Office itself!
It seems that Birnbaum in London is also somewhat not pleased with Franz for disobeying orders, but it
is Rodkinson who is squashed and told not to be so silly.

Notwithstanding all this, in another letter (8th April, 1908) Rodkinson is still pursuing what begins to
look like a feud - expense money in Persia, trouble over the Russian Expenses and an affair with a rival
over  a  Gramophone  sound box.   His  language  is  quite  explicit:  "I  think  Hampe capable  of  doing
anything for money.  I simply loathe him, and nothing would please me better than to have him leave the
Company.".  There seems to be little doubt that the Hampes had strong personalities and were not afraid
to use them, since Head Office admits that a problem exists, but insists on dealing with it in London.

Two further letters are worth quoting and are perhaps more significant than any of the foregoing.  They
are unsigned but carry a rubber-stamped heading "LABORATORY", and this can be taken to indicate
that the writer was Will Gaisberg himself, the man in charge of all the experts.  The first letter reads:

LABORATORY
Franz Hampe, Esq.,
      The Gramophone Company Ltd., April 8th, 1910.



          Budapest.

Dear Franz,
Your letter of April 4th received, and I note that you have

received stylus points.  Regarding breaking your trip, do not
do this, and I trust you will not worry, as I assure you I have
perfect confidence in you.

I do not know whether Max has told you that I have fully
decided that you and himself will have charge of the German
territory in the future, so long as I see you are anxious to
please the Company.  I have also told Max that when you finish
your trip you will both come to London together, and we will
thoroughly discuss the future.  Max is busy in Berlin, getting
the new laboratory into shape, and both he and I feel sure that
when everything is in working order, we will turn out the best
German records ever made.  We thoroughly understand each other,
and I am sure when we get through our talk after your trip, we
will have no misunderstandings.  Remember, do not worry, every-
thing will settle itself in good shape.  Holmes will have nothing
to do with the German recording.
                          I remain,
                               Very truly,

and the second:

LABORATORY
L B Cohn. Esq.,
     36 Ritterstrasse,
          Berlin.

Dear Mr Cohn,
     Received your letter of May 24th, and have noted your
arrangements for future recording.  You will no doubt by this
time have seen Max Hampe, and he is arranging to go at once to
Prague.  After July 1st Franz will take on the trip, as planned
by you, and Max will remain in Berlin.
     I had Franz and Max meet Mr Dixon, and they also had the
pleasure of being introduced to Mr Trevor Williams.  I think
we have come to a thorough understanding, and I gather it is
the ambition of both Franz and Max to do their utmost for the
German recording.  Mr Dixon especially fully impressed them
with the importance of the assistance that their experience
would be to you in getting out saleable records for the German
catalogue.  I am sure both of them are most anxious to please
you, and I feel that you are going to get records for your coming
lists that you have never had before.
                  Very truly,

The letters give no more than a fleeting insight into the characters of the people involved but at least we
obtain a glimpse of real people, together with a snapshot of how the Company itself was operated.  We
see, for example, how the Hampes came to be the principal experts in Germany and Central Europe, and
remained so until the coming of the Great War.  They also throw a little light on the shadowy figure of
Will Gaisberg.  It seems that Fred was not the only one who could charm the birds out of the trees.
Fred's  birds  were  the  artists,  but  Will  could  be  equally  capable  when it  came  to  dealing  with  his
colleagues on the staff of the Company - at whatever level.  The Holmes mentioned by Will was the
young Ivor Holmes who had been sent to Hanover about this time to begin his career as recording expert
and was highly recommended to Joseph Berliner.  Perhaps he was seen in prospect as a more amenable
employee than the Hampes, and by them as a rival.  However that may be, Holmes blotted his copybook
over a little matter of misappropriation of artiste's fees, in Kazan of all places, and chose to disappear
which he seems to have done very effectively for twenty years, before popping up again as an employee
of another Company which had by then been bought by Columbia, now part of EMI, and writing to EMI
to claim his reward of the inscribed silver salver which was presented to employees who achieved 20
years of service to the Company.  But that is another story.

Franz  Hampe's  career  fully  illustrates  the  hectic  lifestyle  of  a  recording expert.   He visited all  the
important centres of German musical life and, as the list of recording sessions shows, seldom spent more



than a week or ten days in any one place before moving on to the next.  Well paid he may have been, but
he certainly earned his keep and his travels by rail and steamer took him into most parts of eastern
Europe  as  well,  much time being  spent  in  Russia  and in  many European capital  cities  -  Bucarest,
Budapest,  Prague,  Sofia,  Belgrade,  Vienna  and  others.   In  1909  he  undertook  a  journey  into  the
Transcaspian region and no doubt the records made there will have considerable value to musicologists -
and perhaps even to the living population of those regions today, now that computer techniques are so
readily available and since computer memory is so remarkably cheap.

Franz Hampe's life may contain more shadow than light, but his legacy is no small thing.  The k, l and m
series combined contain over 22000 recordings and listing them produces a document almost 1000 pages
in length, with recording sessions in almost a dozen different languages.  In attempting to render these
languages correctly, resort has been made to the EMI collection of printed catalogues and to the BIRS-
EMI microfilm of the collection.  Most of the titles have been traced in printed catalogues and this
permits a reasonable quality of correct spelling, with the accents in the right places.  However, some
titles have not been traced in printed form, either because the record never reached the catalogue or
because the catalogue itself never reached London for filing.  Consequently a knowledgeable reader may
come across, on occasion, titles which are corrupt to some degree, having been extracted from such
sources as the handwritten Registers and transcribed by someone who does not speak that language.  In
these cases I can only offer my apologies and point out once again that these files are indeed Working
Documents and no claim is made that they contain full and complete listings.

The Great War, 1914-1918, had its dreadful effects on human life but it also produced a corresponding
chaos in commercial  life as well.   In 1914 The Gramophone Company knew exactly who were its
employees all over Europe and beyond, what work they were doing, what recordings they were making,
what catalogues were being issued, plus all the detail of Branch organisation and financial returns.  All
this information was collected and classified at Hayes, as were the printed Catalogues, Supplements and
leaflets  published all  over Europe and beyond,  not  to mention the reference copies of every record
produced.  In August, 1914 the darkness fell, communications were cut and Head Office no longer knew
what was going on in many areas.  The flow of information simply stopped coming and part of it was
information about staff, including the various experts.  It would require a detailed study to find out what
happened in each of the countries involved and what became of the facilities and personnel.

In the case of Germany, there is some knowledge of what transpired but it would still be interesting to
have a detailed and scholarly account of events from 1914 onwards.  Perhaps such an account already
exists  and if  so,  I  for  one would be glad to see it.   We know that  the British controlled Deutsche
Grammophon Aktiengesellschaft was seized as enemy property and sold by the German government.
We know it was bought by Polyphon and subsequently developed as an entity independent of London
who never  regained control.   We also know that  in  the  last  reparations  case  to  be brought  against
Germany in 1921, the Gramophone Company of London had its rights upheld to all those recordings
made before August  4th,  1914.   As a piece of good fortune,  the property to  be returned to London
included the Company Registers which had been begun in 1904 and continued in use until 1921.  Thus
when  the  ledgers  were  returned,  London  happened  to  acquire  details  of  all  the  records  issued  in
Germany, Austria and elsewhere from 1914 until that particular ledger became full and a new one was
bought.  Thus the information was preserved although in an incomplete format.  The new ledgers, of
course, stayed in Germany and survived the second World War, only to be destroyed by the Russians in
Berlin in 1945.

It is therefore possible to reconstruct the matrix system beyond 1914 to the point at which the system
itself was altered and this has been done for the Franz Hampe series, although providing exact recording
dates is no longer possible and the filling of gaps in the list has to depend entirely on the goodwill of
collectors who may own a copy of something so far untraced, and be obliging enough to report it.

When this is done, it transpires that there is an obvious anomaly in the use of the suffix letters and this
took place about July, 1916.  In the  l series at 18785 the suffix letter is given as  l but from 18796 to
19012 the letter changes to lb and only reverts to l from 19013 onwards.  Similarly in the m series at



1032 the suffix is given as  m but from 1039 to 1080 the suffix becomes lc and reverts to  m at 1089.
Since the suffix letter was always used to indicate which expert made the recording, it would appear that
Franz  Hampe was  replaced  by  a  substitute  expert.   Whether  this  substitute  made  only  the  records
suffixed lb and lc or whether the replacement of Franz Hampe was permanent is not known.

There is however, a highly interesting note extant.  This note or memorandum was sent by Will Gaisberg
to the Company Secretary for information, since it shed some light on what was happening in Germany
and elsewhere at a time when information was in short supply and it is worth quoting in full.  Edmund J
Pearse was an expert working for the Company from early 1909 until 1914.  He recorded mainly in
Russia and its dependencies until his last visit to Moscow which ended on 15 th April.  His final sessions
were in Copenhagen, Stockholm and Kristiania (Oslo) in September and October of that year.  It appears
from the Note that he then left the Gramophone Company, returned to Russia and was employed there
by another firm.  His suffix letters ae and af were then used by Darby for recordings made in Paris and
Milan in 1916, suggesting that Pearse had indeed left the Company.

June 15th 1917.
NOTES OF INFORMATION obtained from Mr. Pearce (one time a recorder
-------------------------------------- for the Company) by Mr. W.C. Gaisberg,
                                       and communicated to the Secretary.

re STOCKHOLM
Mr. Pearce when coming from Petrograd travelled via Stock-

holm and called on Mr. Widing of the Skandinaviska Grammophon-
Aktiebolaget., who informed him that Mr. Hartkopp had been called
up for service with the Colours - that he had refused to go - that
as a consequence he would never again be able to enter Germany or
even travel on a German boat - that Mr. Berliner had dismissed the
two Hampes immediately the D.G.A.G. was taken over by the Polyphon
Company - that the American Recorder -(Smoot) who had been in
Scandinavia for the purpose of making the records for the Scandi-
navian Companies had returned to America without having made a
record - that he was full of complaints and threats against the
Gaisbergs and the Gramophone Company owing to their failure to
render him the assistance necessary for the work - that the DGAG
were trying to insist on the whole of the Scandinavian orders
being sent to Hanover under threats that unless this was done the
German Company would flood the Scandinavian market with goods,
and further that the feeling in Sweden against America at the pre-
sent time was even more bitter than against England.

re RUSSIA
Mr. Pearce mentioned that he had a letter from Mr. Lack

regarding record making in Russia - that the letter and music men-
tioned therein were at the present time in the Censor's Office -
that he was willing to assist the Company and fall in with Mr.
Lack's suggestion but that he would require paying for doing so -
that he had received numerous offers from the Competition - that
he was doing splendid business for his employers at present but
that he was planning for the future.

Mr. Gaisbergs view was that Pearce desired to remain in
Russia, but that there were no prospects of his doing so with his
present employers after the War.  Mr. Gaisberg did not recommend the re-
engagement of Pearce or the making use of his services in Russia,
as this would only keep his hand in on the recording work.

WCG.

According to Ruth Edge and Leonard Petts in their book The Collectors' Guide  to
 'His Master's Voice' Nipper Souvenirs (EMI, 1997), the German government appointed Alexander Lucas
as Supervisor of DGAG in September, 1914 and followed this by an Order dated 26 th November, 1916,
"for the liquidation of the property owned by The Gramophone Company in Germany, the shares to be
sold by public auction".  Lucas announced the sale of shares in the ownership, metal parts and other
equipment on March 3rd, 1917 and the sale took place by public tender on April 21st, the purchaser being
the German company Polyphon Musikwerke.

It is obvious from Will Gaisberg's Note and Pearse's comments that during the war the two parts of the
Company engaged in hostilities against one another and on behalf of their respective countries with



Hanover trying to take over the Scandinavian market, as indeed they did with the Dutch.  The Hampes
must have found that their good relationship with Will Gaisberg did not stand them in good stead once
Will's authority had been removed and it is quite possible that Joseph Berliner, who had been with the
Company  since  1898  and  who  must  have  been  aware  of  the  antipathy  between  the  Hampes  and
Rodkinson only seven years earlier, might have taken advantage of the change in management in order
to get rid of two people he disliked and it might even throw a glimmer on the unusual and improper use
of Darby in Petersburg - but that is pure speculation.  It does seem, however, that the appearance of the
letters  lb and  lc as matrix suffixes in the  l and  m series is an indicator of Franz's departure, either
temporarily or permanently.   On the other hand, Pearse is  quite specific that  Berliner dismissed the
Hampes, "immediately the D.G.A.G. was taken over by the Polyphon Company" - and that was not until
April, 1917, only two months before the date of the Notes.  And then again, brother Max was a soldier in
the German Army by 1916 ........!

After this, nothing seems to be known although there may be someone, somewhere, who has the answers
and who will one day come forward and make everything clear.

My thanks are due, as so often is the case, to the many collectors who have added pieces of information
to those areas where the Archive has none, and to the EMI Music Archive itself for providing what hard
evidence there is in an unclear situation.

Alan Kelly.
24th August, 2004.
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